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Dear Friends,
As I reflect on 2020, my primary feeling is of gratitude
for our community and the work we were able to do
together to respond to the challenges created by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
At the beginning of 2020, the Community Ecology
Institute (CEI) marked its fourth anniversary.
Weathering a pandemic is harrowing, uniquely so for
small, new enterprises. Yet we were able to put down
deeper roots and extend our reach. In our first full year
as stewards of Freetown Farm, we grew two and a half
tons of food for the community and nourished
meaningful relationships and collaborations. More than
500 diverse volunteers joined in, transforming
Freetown Farm into a vibrant place of common ground,
cross-pollination, and community resilience.
In the pages of this report, we both share what CEI
accomplished in 2020 and celebrate the people and
organizations essential to our work and growth. We are
deeply grateful to all who value our mission and
support it in so many ways.
You can learn more about some noteworthy initiatives
at www.communityecologyinstitute.org/ press.html.
Here's hoping for and working towards a happy, healthy
2021!

In gratitude,

Chiara
Chiara D'Amore, Ph.D.
Executive Director
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MISSION

The Community Ecology Institute's mission is to
cultivate communities where people and nature
thrive together. Our work focuses on tangible,
community-level change at the intersection of
environment, education, equity, and health. Our
initiatives have concentrated on four Cs: Connection
to Nature, Civic Ecology, Community Health, and
Climate Action.
NATIVE LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Freetown Farm is the ancestral home of indigenous
peoples including the Piscataway, Susquehannock,
Algonquian, Lenape, Nanticoke, Powhatan, and
Patuxent, among others. Native people have
stewarded this land for many generations. We thank
them for their strength, resilience, and wisdom, and
strive to uphold our responsibilities to the natural
world according to their example.
DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION AND JUSTICE

Just as biodiversity strengthens natural systems, the
diversity of human experience strengthens our
efforts to create socially and ecologically healthy
communities. CEI is committed to honoring
diversity, prioritizing inclusion, and working
towards equity in all we do. We are dedicated to
creating an environment free from any kind of
discrimination including race, color, religion, age,
sexual orientation, gender identity and expression,
disability, national or ethnic origin, and veteran
status. Our land was part of the Underground
Railroad, now within Columbia, Maryland—a place
explicitly founded by James Rouse to be “a garden
for growing people where anyone—whatever their
race, wealth or religious beliefs—could reach their
full potential.” We are continuously working to help
make this vision a reality and to help other
communities do the same. CEI joins the call for a
more equitable, inclusive, peaceful, and just future
that reaffirms dignity and ensures safety for all.
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In 2020, CEI received our second Howard
County Green Community Leadership Award.
2020 was also CEI's first full year as the
stewards of our farm! We invited the
community to help us name the property and
received ~100 ideas. To honor the important
history of this land, we chose the name
Freetown Farm. Visit the following link for
more information on the farm's history communityecologyinstitute.org/farm -history
Thank you Hailyn Lai for the beautiful entrance
sign and Elise Varoli for the design aesthetics!

ENGAGING THE
COMMUNITY

In 2020, people were doing their best to find a new normal,
which included seeking safe ways to combat isolation and
move beyond screen-based interactions. Our farm volunteer
program had a tremendous impact:
More than 500 people volunteered at Freetown Farm.
More than 5,200 volunteer hours were contributed,
equating to an economic impact of more than $140,000!
People from a wide range of ages and backgrounds
participated, including individuals, families, Scouts,

VolunTeens at work in the woods

schools, faith and community groups, and non-profits.

"Volunteering at Freetown Farm has been a staple service opportunity for VolunTeens
members from the outset. Working collaboratively on projects has helped our
volunteers develop a myriad of skills as well as form meaningful friendships. Most
importantly, volunteering at Freetown Farm has given our members something
interesting and fun to do during a time when opportunities like this are rare. As our
biggest partner, CEI has worked with us to create a mutually beneficial relationship
that has led us both towards success."
-Michael Zhao
Founder, VolunTeens
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2020 IMPACTS
GROWING FOOD
Working together, CEI staff, interns, volunteers, and community
partners successfully grew more than two and a half tons of
produce. Our primary produce growing space was the market
garden, led by new farmers Brad Vickers and Talia Lucernoni.
Food was also grown in our Children's Garden; NAACP garden;
Grow It, Eat It Garden; and Climate Victory Garden.
Approximately half of the food was donated to the community,
largely through the Columbia Community Care initiative of
Equity4HC. We also sold food at our summer farm stand and to
Howard County's Roving Radish program.

TRANSFORMING THE FARM
Freetown Farm becomes more vibrant each day. We have
created dozens of unique learning and growing spaces on the
property. Scout projects grace every corner: fencing, murals,
signage, play forts, bird and butterfly houses, picnic tables,
and wood-working benches. A bike rest stop welcomes
visitors at the front of the property thanks to Race Pace
Bicycles and Bike HoCo. Right beside, we've expanded our
climate victory garden with support from the County. The
Varoli family remade our farm stand into an uplifting, joyful

Scout Troop installing a fence
at the front of the farm

structure. Our greenhouse was renovated by Brian England
of BA Auto; Howard EcoWorks built a rain garden by it. Two
beekeepers installed hives and we expanded our pollinator
garden. We have also begun to create a Maker Space in the
center of the farm with Transition Howard County and the
Rotary of Columbia Patuxent. Numerous gardens were
planted by our community partners, including the NAACP,
the Indian Origin Network, and HopeWorks. We welcomed
chickens! The children's garden was expanded by Taylor
Logsdon and we have begun to create a medicinal herb
garden with the support of the Horizon Foundation. We

Howard EcoWorks team
by the rain garden they installed

established a mushroom walk with the support of the Rusted
Garden, and we are enhancing the woods: removing invasive
species, planting a grove of native saplings, and addressing
creekbank erosion. It's been really remarkable!
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FREETOWN FARM 2020

Thank you to the "Chicken
Tenders" for caring for our 9 hens!

Thank you to Elise Varoli
for our farm stand mural!

Thank you to our medicinal herb
garden team, including Horizon!

~Click here to take a virtual tour of Freetown Farm~
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FARM PROJECTS
We completed more projects on the farm in 2020 than we can feature, but here are three to highlight!

MAKER SPACE
At the center of the farm is a large fenced space
that was a landscape contractors yard through
June of 2020. We have been working diligently
to transform this area into a Maker Space that
will focus on arts and skills commonly practiced
generations ago - pottery, woodworking,
repairing things when they are broken, etc. This
space will be the home of the Repair Cafe, a
Tool Lending library, and more. We are excited
to open this space for classes in 2021!

Our intern, Gracie, is a Maker Space leader!

RESILIENCE TREE GROVE
In collaboration with Howard County and the Public
School System, CEI initiated an effort to honor the class
of 2020 (and now 2021) by planting a native tree at each
of the high schools to recognize the students' roots and
resilience. With the community's support, sufficient
funds were raised to also plant a "Resilience Grove" of
native trees at Freetown Farm, which will include a sign
honoring the pandemic students and the importance of
diverse, native trees for ecosystem resilience.

IMAGINATION STAGE
Michael Zhao, a student at neighborhing Atholton High
School founded VolunTeens to help area youth
connect to non-profits in need of helping hands.
VolunTeens' first project was to build a large
"imagination stage" in the farm's woods that program
participants can use for classes and creative pursuits.
The stage came with colorful benches for students or
audiences to use. The stage has become the anchor for
a growing creative exploration space in the woods.
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CEI PROGRAMS
ROOTS & WINGS LEARNING COMMUNITY
Roots & Wings provides a supplemental educational
experience for homeschooled children where their
knowledge, creativity, and voices are nurtured through
nature-infused lessons and activities. This program is in its
third year and welcomed 60 children in the fall of 2020. Roots
& Wings, substantially modified in 2020 to respond to COVID,
offered classes on gardening, foraging, plant identification,
arts, Spanish, movement, and animal care.

CLIMATE OF HOPE
With the support of a County Innovation Grant, CEI launched
our Climate of Hope Initiative in early 2020, showcasing three
innovation areas: 1) climate aware agriculture featuring
renewable energy integration; 2) cultivation of climate victory
gardens (CVGs); and 3) community climate change education.
We have been developing our CVG, offering classes, and
transforming the farm to model land-based climate action.
Learn more about the initiative here!

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Launched in the fall of 2020, our internship program is off to
a fantastic start! Eleven high school interns embraced this
year-long opportunity. Each intern is paired to both a
specific area of work at Freetown Farm and to a specific
project of the organization. We also have a team of college
interns supporting special projects! Learn more about the
internship program here!

COLUMBIA FAMILIES IN NATURE
Our first program, CFIN, turned six in March 2020, but also
had to pause operations that month due to COVID. We have
offered 278 free CFIN events, enjoyed by over 9,300 people
and equaling just shy of 20,000 hours of time spent in nature!
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NAACP
The Howard County Branch of the NAACP
has been a part of stewarding Freetown
Farm since the beginning of the 2020
growing season. Members designed,
established, and nurtured a bountiful
vegetable garden from scratch, growing
abundant kale, chard, okra, basil, peppers,
broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, and more!

HOPEWORKS

HopeWorks of Howard County and CEI have formed a
partnership called “Our Earth” that provides HopeWorks'
clients, all trauma survivors, an opportunity to learn
about civic ecology, community health, and
environmental injustices that disproportionally affect
marginalized people. HopeWorks Director Vanita
Leatherwood says that “While violence prevention and
environmental justice may on the surface seem unrelated,
the work is actually similar – we have to change
behaviors.” The HopeWorks healing garden at Freetown
Farm includes ~120 native, pollinator-supporting plants
that will grow to create a beautiful, healing space.

INDIAN ORIGIN NETWORK
ION began gardening two crescentmoon-shaped plots at Freetown Farm in
2020. Their focus was on growing Tulsi,
or Holy Basil, an herb from India that is
used both for cooking and in Ayurvedic
medicine. ION members grew more than
700 plants: 500 given to local families
and temples and 200 harvested for their
leaves and seeds.
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UNIVERSITIES
In 2020, we enjoyed collaborations with four
universities. We are working with several University
of Maryland Extension programs, including the
Watershed Stewards Academy and Master Gardeners;
Georgetown environmental studies students
(programmatic research); Johns Hopkins students
(marketing research); and Towson occupational
therapy graduate students.

PROJECT SEARCH

The Howard County Public School System's Project
Search program supports students with significant
developmental differences in gaining skills to help
them find rewarding jobs. In 2020, Towson students
and Project Search students worked together to design
an arts infused arboretum at Freetown Farm. They
have identified 26 tree species and created a selfguided walking tour so people can learn about each
species in the "voice of the tree." This "ARTboretum"
will be installed at the farm in the spring of 2021 with
the next Towson-Project Search team!

LEADERSHIP HOWARD COUNTY
CEI has been the beneficiary of two Leadership
Howard County Community Impact Projects. Our
Premier project in 2018-2019 helped us to purchase
the farm and our Essentials project in the spring of
2020 focused on conducting an in-depth analysis of
programmatic opportunities that CEI can offer the
community from Freetown Farm.
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OUR TEAM
CEI's greatest resource is our engaged community. People show up in a wide variety of
wonderful ways. In the following pages we are excited to introduce you to some of the
individuals at the core of our work and whom you are likely to see when you visit
Freetown Farm. We are grateful for each person that is part of CEI.

STAFF
In the fall of 2019, CEI's founder Dr. Chiara D'Amore
became our Executive Director and first staff person.
In the summer of 2020, she was thrilled to be joined
by Veronica Adler, who serves as our Community
Engagement Coordinator. These two dedicated
women both work part-time as we grow the
organization, giving their all to advance CEI's
mission. We also have a team of wonderful educators
for our Roots & Wings Learning Community program,
who are led by Lindsay Kreisher!

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In 2020 the CEI Board of Directors was
comprised of ten devoted and talented
individuals. Their expertise is wide
ranging and their commitment runs
deep on both personal and professional
levels. You can learn more about our
board members here.

INTERNS & VOLUNTEERS
We had eleven wonderful high school
interns at CEI in 2020! We also have a great
group of college interns working on a
variety of projects. The interns are joined by
hundreds of volunteers and together they
make amazing things happen at the farm!
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VERONICA ADLER
It's been almost two years since I first stepped
foot on what is now called Freetown Farm and I
cannot believe how far we have come. I am so
lucky and honored to use the word "we" when
talking about CEI's accomplishments! During my
time with CEI, I have learned more about life,
community, work, and outreach than I could
ever learn in a class. I have met countless people
with utterly fascinating stories and skills. I have
found a home away from home that has renewed
my hope in people and the world—and all of this
is putting it lightly. As CEI's Community
Engagement Coordinator (and second staff
member), I am now leading our team of 11
incredible high school interns and coordinating
the hundreds of people that volunteer at the
farm. It has been amazing to see how people
have been drawn to the farm through their own
connections and shared stories in exponentially
increasing numbers. CEI is the home of beautiful
initiatives, which include Freetown Farm,
created by people who care about each other,
nature, and their communities. It is a unique
collection of learners, educators, activists,
leaders, and change-makers who are taking
community to a new level.
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ERICA JONES
Hey there! I'm Erica, a CEI Board-member, Master
Gardener, and Chef. My passion runs deep for
growing fruits, vegetables, and herbs at home and
preparing delicious and nutritious meals for my
family and friends with the bounty. I am on a
personal mission to teach as many people as I can
about how amazing it is to grow your own food and
all of the incredible benefits that come with the
experience. I believe that access to fresh, local, and
affordable organic food is not a privilege but a
birthright. It’s time to remember that we have the
power in deciding where our food comes from and
how it’s grown.
Many of us want the freshest food possible for
ourselves and want to grow food at home but feel
intimidated and don’t know where to start. I feel
incredibly blessed that my work with CEI directly
supports how to bridge this gap. Upon a visit to
Freetown Farm, you'll find me in our various gardens
using and teaching sustainable practices that not
only support the health of the food we are growing
but also the health of our environment. I invite you
to spend some time with us at the farm and see firsthand how growing your own food will not only
increase food security and support a healthier
lifestyle but also be a way to re-connect to Mother
Nature and all the gifts she has for us. I can’t wait to
show you how!
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ALISHA
SERVICE

At CEI I am part of an extensive, welcoming team where each
individual has the liberty to define themselves in a group working
towards clear objectives, allowing for a unique synergy and
grounded cooperation. There are many opportunities to exercise
leadership and hone critical skills and they are balanced with the
expectations of always supporting every person whether they
are staff, a volunteer, or someone passing by. You can’t help but
feel uplifted when you step onto the grounds. Look for me in the
Grow It, Eat It and Market Gardens!

EDUARDO
MARIN

¡Bienvenidos! My name is Eduardo and I am currently a senior at
Oakland Mills High School. I enjoy playing soccer, the trumpet,
and spending time outside and with my friends. At the farm you
will find me assisting classes, leading volunteers, hosting tours,
maintaining newly planted trees, and participating in weekly
clean-ups. If you see me, please say hello or ask any questions,
from cardboard drop-offs to service projects and volunteering.
This spring, I will be focused on the “Climate of Hope” project so
you will see me at the Climate Victory Garden at the farm!

YAN YANG

At CEI I've been able to join a team of diverse individuals and
connect with the vibrant, local community. I’ve been able to
improve upon previous skills and expand my field of knowledge.
CEI’s breadth of possibilities facilitates their mission for both
personal and community growth. CEI's success stems from their
commitment to inclusion, diversity, and cooperation. During my
internship, I’ve witnessed the incredible moments of teamwork
and unity, laughter and joy, and harmony amongst everyone here
— from the new volunteers to the core staff. When you visit,
look for me in the Climate Victory Garden, Grow It, Eat It
Garden, and around the streams and ponds!
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CHELSEA
CLARK

Hi! I am a member of the CEI board and an educator with our Roots
& Wings program. If you were to visit the farm on any given day you
may find me tending to the chickens, stewarding the pollinator
garden, or simply wandering around taking pictures of flowers and
insects with my son, Grayson, as my sidekick. I love teaching about
the monarch lifecycle at the farm - the pollinator garden is the
perfect place to find eggs and caterpillars on milkweed. Watching a
butterfly emerge from a chrysalis never gets old! Freetown Farm
provides an amazing setting for experiential education and placebased learning to happen in a very organic way!

CHARLIE
GOEDEKE

Charlie is an engineer by nature and training, has never met a tool
he didn’t like, and tends to hoard wood, metal, and mechanical
wonders. After 40 years working for the US government, he retired
in 2008 with dreams of retreating to his shop. However, in 2012, he
was inspired to join HoCo Climate Action and Transition Howard
County, through which he formed a Repair Café branch for Howard
County. He is now building a permanent home for the Café at
Freetown Farm, expanding it to include a tool lending library, maker
space, and class space. When not collaborating in the community,
Charlie enjoys making furniture with his wife Judith.

INJA LIN

Inja has experience in the creative, outdoor, and medical fields and
is one of our regular volunteer leads. In 2020 he installed fences for
Freetown Farm's gardens and chickens, led initiatives to prepare our
new Maker Space area, and built a gazebo for our children’s garden.
When at Freetown Farm, you might find Inja wrangling weeds,
pruning trees, or tending to general upkeep and repairs. In 2021 he
would like to facilitate guided meditation and nature mindfulness
classes at the farm. He is excited to contribute his energy and ideas
to nourish the upcoming projects of Freetown Farm.
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
In 2020, CEI continued to experience financial growth. Grants comprised the largest percentage
of our revenue. We received eleven grants for specific projects, detailed below. Our unrestricted
donations and program revenue support the organization's day-to-day operations. Rental
income and revenue from produce sales were invested right back into the stewardship of
Freetown Farm. Our capital account holds funds specifically allocated to: renovating the existing
barn looking structure into office and educational space; and paying off the bridge loan that was
taken to purchase the property.

$568,000

Gross revenue
(including balance
from 2019)

$270,000

Total expenses. The
bulk of the capital
account funds will be
spent in 2021.
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In 2020, CEI was grateful to receive an array of grants that support both
our organizational operations as well as specific projects and initiatives.
As previously described, CEI received a Howard County Innovation grant
in the beginning of 2020 to run our Climate of Hope program. We also
received several grants from the Chesapeake Bay Trust, supported by
County funding, to help us address the substantial stormwater
management issues in the Freetown Farm neighborhood. With these
funds we designed an approach to manage the stormwater when it
reaches the farm and, in collaboration with community stakeholders and
consultants, have begun developing a broader concept plan for more
sustainable and healthy watershed management.

In 2020, CEI also received two grants specifically earmarked for our
capital campaign to renovate the barn at Freetown Farm into our office
and education space. These include a $50,000 HoCo Responds grant and
a $35,000 grant from the France-Merrick Foundation.
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COMMUNITY FUNDRAISING
CEI is deeply grateful to everyone that supported CEI in 2020!
We received just over $50,000 in donations from 238 individual donors.
We would like to say a special thank you to all of the "Stakeholders" listed
below who are at the heart of sustaining our operations, having made
contributions of $20.20 a month or more throughout the year.
Adiyah Ali

Daniel Helfrich

Paula Bernal

Alisa Holbert

Chris Bare
Mary Ann Barry
Nina Basu

Kim Hooper
Erica Jones
Lisbeth Jorgensen

David Bazell

Lindsay Kreisher

Elaine Bishop

Cam MacLachlan

Brown Family
Alan Clardy and Allison Korn
Bevin Clare

Kenneth McCallister
Amanda McGuire
Michael and Leah Miller

Chelsea Clark

Evelyn Mogren

Ann Coren

Danielle Morgan

Lisa Crabtree

Elizabeth O'Leary

Helena Curtis

John Overdeck

Patrick Curtis
D'Amore Family
Marta DeAdler
Richard Deutschman
Daniel Duesterhaus
Margo Duesterhaus
Katherine Flanagan
Charles Franklin
Pamela Franks
Charlie and Judith Geodecke
Darya Gorlova
Edwin Gould
Kathleen Hayes

Roscoe Family
Lisa Schlossnagle
Silver-Isenstadt Family
Gabriel Smith
Thompson Family
Sarah Thuber
Nancy Tuck
Klover Tynes
Varoli Family
Mike Wagner
Susan Yi
Phyllis Yigdall
Amy Zezula

Click here to support CEI!
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IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
THANK YOU TO:
Brian England and British American Auto for the
greenhouse renovation
Spatial Systems Associations for creation of our virtual
farm tour and stormwater project research
Rotary of Columbia Patuxent for invasive species removal
and Maker Space renovation support
Gary Pilarchik from the Rusted Garden for facilitating
numerous in-kind relationships and supporting the build
of our second greenhouse
Larry Schoen for engineering services
Race Pace Bikes for the bike rest stop
Cam McLaughlin of BrayHill Consulting LLC for support of
stormwater management projects
Rubino and Co. for financial management support
Watershed Stewards Academy for support of stormwater
management initiatives
Outdoor Architects for donation of time and materials for
the Climate Victory Garden pond
Howard Hughes for the contribution of trees
Root Pouch for donation of garden root pouches
Johnny's Tree Service for tree removal
Corona Tools for donation of gardening tools
JL Organics for donation of worm compost
Hungry Bins for donation of Hungry Bins
North Spore for donation of mushroom spores
Greenstalks for donation of vertical gardens
Howard County Dads Inc. for chicken coop construction

$43,000

Value of in-kind
contributions in
2020!
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HELPING HANDS
Many thanks to the following team members, helping hands, and community collaborators:
The CEI Board of Directors:
Adiyah Ali
Chelsea Clark
Patrick Curtis
Margo Duesterhaus
James Handley
Erica Jones
Monica Lewis
Leah Miller
Gary Pilarchik
Jean Silver-Isenstadt
Gabe Smith
Ashley Woodward
Annette Varoli
Jason Zhao
The Roots & Wings Teacher Team:
Lindsay Kreisher
Chelsea Clark
Chiara D'Amore
Cecilia Ituarte
Shiren Tehrani
Maddy Bloom
CEI Interns:
Dana Belanger
Emma Bush
Akil Cole
Connie Dvorak
Anna Haney
Faith Haney
Shoshi Hornum
Margaret Kato
Eli Kitterman
Gracie Knapp
Hailyn Lai
Eduardo Marin
Bella Saunders
Stuart Scarborough
Alisha Service
Maggie Stoffer
Sydney Thomas
Yan Yang
Livia Zhao

Super Helpful Humans:
The "Chicken Tender" Families
Randall Amster
Brian Bohlayer
Geoff Carton
Elisabeth Ceysens
Kim Delmar
Cynthia Fikes
Willie Flower
Charlie Geodecke
Edwin Gould
Bob Hurwitz
Deeba Jaffri
Inja Lin
Taylor Logsdon
Talia Lucernoni & Brad Vickers
Terry Matthews
Kevin McAlliley
Robin McClave
Lara Mulvaney
Larry Newman
Pravin Pronuri
Ari Silver-Isenstadt
Sophie Silver-Isenstadt
Mark Storch
Jason VanKirk
Annette and Billie Varoli
Kim Watters
Harding Wescott
Radhika Wijetunge
Zaharia Williams
Phyllis Yigdall
Ling Zhao
Scouts:
Zack Cherry
David Esquivel
Zahria Jallow, Kaya Richardson, Sydney Dandridge
Hailyn Lai
Brian Lau
Allison Mize
Nate Morgan
Elise Varoli
Andrew Wolters
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Get
Involved!
Please click here to volunteer!
You will find directions on how to
engage in upcoming opportunities.
You can also email
info@communityecologyinstitute.org
In a ddit io n a l t o p h y sic a l
v olu nt eeris m a t F reeto wn
Fa rm , we de eply a p prec iate
do n a tio ns o f fa r m a nd g arde n
rela t ed su pp lies. W e a re a ls o
lo ok in g fo r peo ple t o
v olu nt eer the ir ta le nts t o o ur
or g a ni za tio na l c om mitt ees
a nd pr oj ec t a rea s s uch a s
fu nd r a is ing, g ra nt writin g ,
c o m m u nit y enga g emen t, a n d
pro g r a m dev elo pm ent.

Volunteers are essential to our work of restoring and enhancing the land at Freetown
Farm and our efforts to create a Community Ecology Center where people can learn
through hands-on experiences how to lead happier, healthier, more connected and
sustainable lives. There are myriad project areas to explore! We welcome families with
children as well as small groups (small for now due to COVID), and individual volunteers
ages 16 and up. We have numerous projects opportunities for Scouts too!
“I got involved because I needed the hours, but I stayed because I really enjoyed working outside and putting
my work behind a tangible project. On the farm, you can see things take shape right in front of you, and I’ve
had the chance to witness and take part in all those changes. Volunteering at the farm was very important to
me when I was in school because it helped keep me grounded, and even if I was having a bad day, I’d leave in
a better mood (also because I liked the people I volunteered with)."
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COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS
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BUILDING OUT THE BARN!
In 2020, CEI worked with CommONEcology Architects to develop a plan to renovate
the unfinished barn at Freetown Farm into office and community engagement space.
In 2021, we will begin this renovation project so we have indoor space from which to
serve the community year-round.

The renovation design
includes a variety of
features that will make the
final structure a model for
green building, including
energy efficiency
strategies and solar power.
We have a goal to be zero
net energy in the building
and at the farm overall.
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LOOKING AHEAD
WALKABLE WATERSHED
CEI is undertaking a multi-year, grantsupported initiative to engage the community
around Freetown Farm in an innovative
"walkable watershed" project. With support from
the Chesapeake Bay Trust, Howard County, and
the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, this
project takes a multi-phase view of the
stormwater issues originating from Atholton
High School. It involves installing a series of best
management practices (BMPs) at Freetown
Farm, developing (and ultimately installing) a
design to address the stormwater at the school,
and then zooming out to look at the surrounding
neighborhood to explore opportunities for
connectivity and improved watershed health.
We have partnered with the University of
Maryland Extension's Watershed Stewards
Academy, Biohabitats and Skeo on this initiative
to date. In 2021 we will be working with Howard
EcoWorks and Triangle Contracting to begin the
BMP installation at Freetown Farm.

CLIMATE VICTORY GARDENING
CEI will continue our Climate of Hope Initiative
in 2021. We will install agrivoltaics in our
Climate Victory Garden and deliver a series of
virtual and in-person classes. We are also very
excited to be launching a community-based
climate victory gardening initiative with the
support of a Jain Family Foundation grant. Stay
tuned for more details in the spring!

Learn more at
www.communityecologyinstitute.org/
walkable-watershed.html

